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The world of technology is growing fast! Only 10 years ago a gigabyte The one thing that we have to strive towards is properly
was massive, many people were still connecting to the internet using communicating the results of our work.
dial up and Facebook wasn’t even invented.
Keeping up with the latest and greatest in technology is a must
Even though all the technology changes seem to be happening at a nowadays. Taking advantage of GIS tools that can shorten the
hectic and almost confusing pace, at the end of the day it all depends pathways for a final effective product while delivering the
on how the information is delivered and who it is directed towards. information in a fast, accurate and accessible way is a responsibility
Currently we have access to so many resources, hardware, tools and of those working with technology, including GIS. Understanding your
avenues for data that choosing the right tool or the method can be a audience and knowing how information will be utilized and displayed
stressful journey.
on different devices, such as mobile platforms or desktops, can define
the success of your tools and highlight the use of available
I always share with my peers that there is no right or wrong way in technologies.
GIS. As long as you have the right tools and don’t forget about the
professions ethical principles, there are many ways to get to the We hope that you will enjoy this newsletter as it brings a variety of
same result. Potatoes and Pot(ah)toes, right?!
articles selected to share how dynamic data, tools and platform
environments can be and how these changes are affecting and being
utilized by the GIS industry. We invite you to get inspired to try new
methods, tools, and rethink how your work leaves your desk and
will apply in the real world. We should never forget to maximize the
dollar investment from organizations as we generate data, tools and
information to best serve citizens and make a difference in the world!
Speaking of innovations, make sure that you will not miss the next
CFGIS Users Group on April 5th where ‘forward thinking in GIS’ will
be theme of the meeting. The agenda will be published soon!
We encourage you to Be Creative and Think Forward, Central
Florida GIS professionals!
BUCOGO.COM

What’s New

What We’re Reading

CFGIS Releases Regional Inland Evacuation Portal
FLURISA Online Webinar Series
CFGIS User’s Group Meeting
CFGIS Developing Regional Safe Routes to School Portal
Seminole County GIS Updates Information Kiosk Website
Bing Maps Use with ArcGIS has Changed!

CFGIS Featured Article
An Interactive Comprehensive Recreational Opportunities
Web Application: A Case Study, by Sue Carroll

Lake County showcases its latest GIS web application

Ask CFGIS
“How are advancements in mapping technology
changing the world of the average citizen?
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Cram Session: Palm Bay Use Zombies to Help Feed Kids’
Brains
Review: Google Maps puts Apple Maps to Shame
Michigan’s Tech Trio Ready to Prove the Power of Good IT

Big Data: It’s Really Happening
Extending GIS Without Extending Your Day
After the Storm: ESRI Maps Out the Future in the Cloud

Upcoming Events
There are some very exciting events and conferences
coming up in the next few months! Click here to see
upcoming events!
Follow CFGIS on Social Media
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What’s New
The What’s New Section is designed to keep you up to date on all that's new throughout the Central
Florida GIS Community.

Your Historic Florida Fact-Finder

CFGIS Releases Regional Inland Evacuation Portal!

30 million years ago, the state of
Florida was submerged under a body
of water known as the Early
Oligocene Sea. The first geographic
feature to rise above sea level was
known as Orange Island, a land mass
that occupies current-day Orange,
Lake, Seminole, Marion, Putnam,
FLURISA Webinar Series - Online, March 21, 2013 (1:00 PM)
On March 21, FLURISA will offer a webinar from GISCI covering the GISP Alachua, Bradford, Union and
Certification and Re-Certification process. The webinar will discuss the Columbia counties.
process behind certification and re-certification of the GISP including the Rock Springs, a Pleistocene fossil
steps needed to qualify. The webinar will also look to the future of the GISP, location north of Apopka, Florida, is
discussing upcoming changes and impacts. Go to www.flurisa.org to learn
one of the oldest archaeologicallymore or to sign up for upcoming webinars. The next 3 FLURISA webinars will
significant sites in the state of Florida.
be presented by ESRI!!!
This area is known to have been
home to animals such as camels,
FLURISA Membership Survey Now Available!
Would you like to have a say in the type of trainings, events, or social activities FLURISA conducts mammoths and wolves.
throughout the year? Here is your chance, the FLURISA survey is asking “YOU” the GIS User what
type of trainings and events you most want to see. Don’t miss this opportunity to have your voice
heard!!! Click here to take the survey!!!
Emergency managers can now have access to a flexible online
mapping system designed to sharpen data-based decisions for
emergency preparation and planning. The portal includes a regional
inventory of evacuation routes, storm-based traffic models,
emergency shelters and more, offering analysis tools to the
professionals who need them most.

CFGIS User’s Group Meeting - Orlando, FL, April 5, 2013
The quarterly CFGIS Users Group Meeting will be taking place on April 5th, 2013 at FDOT’s Orlando
Urban office. This meeting provides GIS professionals from around the region an opportunity to
network and learn, offering exposure to the latest news, trends and projects around Central Florida
through a variety of guest speakers.

ECFRPC Releases Regional Safe Routes to School Portal!
The Central Florida Safe Routes Portal provides parents,
students, planners and decision makers with tools, reports,
videos and resources geared to make the walk to school safe
for students of all ages! Different sections have been
designed to fit each of the different audiences. Students and
parents can learn how to be safe through educational videos,
interactive maps and informative resources, while decision
makers will have access to data, reports and tools geared to
influence sustainable, bicycle and pedestrian-oriented
infrastructure decisions! Visit www.centralfloridasaferoutes.org to learn more.

Juan Ponce de Leon (1474-1521) was
a Spanish conquistador and explorer
who discovered modern-day Florida
in 1513. The Spaniard is often
associated with the Fountain of
Seminole County GIS Updates Information Kiosk
Youth, a mythical spring that,
according to legend, restores youth
Website and Web Map
to those who come in contact with it.
Seminole County has updated their Information Kiosk Web Map! This
Motivated by ancient Bohemian
interactive page provides GIS information such as zoning, future land use,
myths, it has been documented that
utility and school-related information, county facilities, subdivisions and
late in Ponce de Leon’s life, the
more, connecting Seminole County residents to their communities like
explorer was scouring the springs of
never before. The site also features 2012 aerial photography and a Google
Florida in search of the Fountain of
Streetview feature! Check is out here!
Youth. That would
Bing Maps Use in ArcGIS Has Changed!
have been quite the
Important notice! As of February 28th, Bing Maps with begin to be phased out of ArcGIS software. find, as Spain granted
de
Leon
This process will conclude on September 30, 2013. Although still available, ArcGIS users will be Ponce
lifetime governorship
required to obtain a Bing Maps key from Microsoft to input the maps moving forward.
on all islands that he
If you want GIS news from your organization to be published in the What’s New session of the CFGIS discovered.
Newsletter, send us an email: cfgis@cfgis.org.
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CFGIS Featured Article

An Interactive Comprehensive Recreational
Opportunities Web Application: A Case Study
By Sue Carroll, Lake County Office of Information Technology/GIS Division
With the help and support of the Lake County Parks &
Trails Division, the county’s GIS and PASS Divisions have
produced the Parks and Recreation Finder web
application. This interactive web map allows the user to
enter a local address and see what recreational facilities
are nearby, discover what amenities are offered, and get
driving directions to the facility. They can also search by
park name or type of amenity such as biking, playground,
etc.
Background:
The Lake County Parks & Trails Division is responsible for dozens of parks, boat ramps,
preserves and reserves. The many natural resources can be an oasis to those seeking to get
away from the stresses of life and enjoy nature, and promoting these areas has become a
priority with the staff in an effort to encourage tourism and economic growth.

The CFGIS Users Group
Meeting will be held on
the 95th day of 2012!
Coincidentally, the number 95 is also:
The number associated
with Interstate 95. This
expansive east coast highway is 1,925 miles long and
passes through 15 U.S
states - more than any other interstate!
Part of the official name of
the space shuttle John
Glenn took to space on October 28, 1998. The official
name of the spacecraft was
STS-95 Space Shuttle Discovery.

The Issue:
The large number of parks, trails, open spaces, preserves and reserves has made promotion 1995 (or ‘95) - The year
problematic at best. The Parks & Trails Division web page has done a… Read more here
that Microsoft released
the Windows 95 program.

What We’re Reading

Cram Session: Palm Bay Use Zombies to Help Feed
Kids' Brains
By George White (Florida Today)
Zombies, it turns out, are good for something. Palm Bay officials recently used zombies to
explain data analysis systems to high schoolers.
Palm Bay uses Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in all city
departments. “It allows you to visualize data so that you can see
patterns and trends,’’ said Crystal Phillips-Mustain, division
manager for Palm Bay’s Geographic Information Systems.
Examples of GIS include: tracking water and sewer lines
(location, size, installation date, expected life) and tracking traffic patterns to determine
emergency response times. “It’s more than a radius, it’s how far can (firefighters) get, what is it
connected to, what is the speed on that roadway? It’s much more in-depth on the analysis of
it,’’ Phillips-Mustain said...Read more here

Review: Google Maps puts Apple Maps to Shame

Part of the name ‘Messier Object M95’, a
spiral galaxy within the Leo constellation.

1. Four named hurricanes passed over
Florida in 2004.
Hurricane
Charley struck
first, followed by
Hurricane
Frances and then
Hurricane Ivan.
What was the
name of the fourth hurricane to pass
over Florida in 2004?

2. What was the original name given to
By Samantha Murphy (Mashable/CNN Tech)
Orange County before it was renamed
When the Google Maps app for the iPhone had finally been released late Wednesday night,
in 1845?
there was a collective rejoicing from Apple fans worldwide -- many took to Twitter and
3. What is the
Facebook to relish in the news and download it immediately. Not at all surprisingly, the app
name of the
quickly soared to the top of the free apps list in the Apple App Store.
urban planner
But with expectations beyond high for Google to swoop in and save the day from Apple's
who designed
unreliable, problematic maps app -- which replaced the existing Google Maps app in September
the towns of
with the rollout of the new iOS 6 software -- many just hoped Google's version would live up to
Venice and
promises of being a superior mapping platform for the iPhone.
Nokomis, Florida?
On the surface, it wouldn't have to take much to beat out the Apple Maps app, which had been 4. What Florida town was featured as
widely criticized for omitting transit directions, giving poor navigation and displaying
the setting of the movie “The Truman
incomplete 3D views that distort national monuments, such as the Eiffel Tower. Not to mention
Show”.
the broken roads and satellite views that display nothing but clouds.
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1. Jeanne, 2. Mosquito County, 3. John Nolen,
4. Seaside, Florida

The good news, however, is that the Google Maps app is excellent. Superb, even. Read more

Follow CFGIS on Social Media
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What We’re Reading

Michigan’s Tech Trio Ready to Prove the Power of Good IT
By Steve Towns (Public CIO)
Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder knew he had a technology problem the first time he visited his state Capitol
office. It was Sunday, Jan. 2, 2011, the day after he was sworn in as the state’s 48th governor. Anticipating a
busy week ahead, Snyder had gone in a day early to get a head start on the job.
State IT workers were there, too, setting up the governor’s personal technology — a new desktop PC and a
dinky square monitor. Snyder, a former computer industry executive who ran as
“one tough nerd” during the campaign, wasn’t impressed. The desktop was bad
enough, but the monitor was ridiculous. “I knew from experience that you now
pay a premium for square-screen monitors, so I said, ‘Do you realize it costs less
to buy a rectangular monitor and it gives a better user experience? Why do I
have a square one?’” Snyder recalled. “They said, ‘We didn’t want to look like we
were spending money.’”
Since then, the governor has turned that approach on its ear, designating
millions of state budget dollars for smart investments in modern technology and new services designed to
serve citizens more effectively. He’s also hired a top-notch team to help him implement that vision...Read
more here

Where in the
World?
1.

2.

3.

Big Data: It’s Really Happening
By Brian Heaton (Government Technology)
From GIS to predictive policing, data streams are being used increasingly to provide better services to
communities. Government and law enforcement agencies ramped up their use of big data this year in a
number of different ways.

4.

One of the more interesting developments was the first major project of the G7 — short for Group of Seven
— an informal collaboration between big city CIOs. The group launched Cities.data.gov on Aug. 1. The
website adds a new layer to the federal government’s open data portal, Data.gov, featuring data sets from
Chicago, New York, San Francisco and Seattle.
While not every data set from each city is online yet, G7 member and San Francisco CIO Jon Walton said his
city has about 90 percent of its data on the shared portal and plans to add new data sets to it as a regular
practice going forward...Read more here

5.

Extending GIS without Extending Your Day
By Monica Pratt (ArcNews)
With Esri Maps for Office, your organization's non-GIS staff can map their own tabular data and incorporate
the map and feature services your department creates and maintains onArcGIS Online for
Organizations without leaving the comfortable and familiar confines of Microsoft Office.

6.

As a GIS manager, your mission is to geoenable your organization. This means you are responsible not only
for supporting the people who build, manage, and maintain your organization's GIS but also the customers
in your organization who use geospatial intelligence to inform decisions and improve workflows.
As the value of GIS has been recognized, its role has expanded from a tool to accomplish specific projects to
an enterprise-wide information framework… Read more here

By Yvonne Muench (MSDN)
A storm hits. Trees down power lines, water levels rise. Emergency teams scramble to figure out the
damage, who’s vulnerable? First responders think visually so answering these questions often starts with a
map. And those maps are frequently powered by Esri, a leader in
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). A couple weeks ago I visited
their Redlands, CA headquarters on what just happened to be the
day after Hurricane Sandy hit the Eastern seaboard.
Historically GIS solutions have been delivered as complicated
desktop apps, which required trained GIS specialists to use. But for
about a year now Esri has included a cloud-based...Read more here
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1. Pienza, Italy, 2. Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii; 3. Beijing, China; 4.
Toomer’s Corner, Auburn,
Alabama; 5. Lombard St., San
Francisco, California; 6. San
Antonio Riverwalk, Texas;
7. Quincy Market, Boston, Mass.

After the Storm - ESRI Maps Out the Future in the Cloud

www.ecfrpc.org

The Next CFGIS Users Group
Meeting is April 5, 2013.

Ask CFGIS
Welcome to the Ask CFGIS section of the newsletter. This section is
provided to give the Central Florida GIS community an opportunity to
present questions to CFGIS team and we will do our best to
answer. Remember you can always visit our LinkedIn page or the
CFGIS blog to join or create conversations. Have a question or topic
for CFGIS click here and contact us.

April 5th is a big day in history!

1993 - The Florida
Marlins baseball
franchise played its
first game ever,
beating the Los Angeles Dodgers 6-3.

QUESTION: How are advancements in mapping technology changing the world
of the average citizen? As a GIS professional, how can I use those
advancements to better communicate the technical aspects of planning with
1955 - Winston
non-GIS users and the general public?
Smart Gadgets and Mapping Technology Simplify Our World
It’s no secret that smart gadgets from companies such as
Apple, Samsung and Google are changing the world and the
way we interact with maps. Mobile applications can now
tailor maps to the market needs, opening the door for
entrepreneurs to streamline commercial products in an
entirely new and evolving marketplace. What does that mean
for the average citizen? Things are good, as tech-savvy gurus
work to make our world easier to understand.
Understanding Innovation as it Happens
Pennsylvania State University recently launched Geospatial Revolution, a web site geared to
capture trends and share the ever-changing world of mapping technology. The web site features
videos, resources and other information regarding the world of mapping and how technology
allows ‘you’ to become the center of the map. To visit this site and learn more, click this link!

Churchill retired
as Prime Minister
of Great Britain
after leading the
nation for nine
years - including World War 2.
1937 - Former United
States Secretary of
State and U.S Army
General Colin Powell
was born in Harlem,
New York.
1936 - One of the worst Tornado
outbreaks in history struck Tupelo,
Mississippi, decimating the town
and inflicting 216 casualties.

The Next Step for Government: GIS for decision makers, the public, entrepreneurs, everyone…
GIS professionals are immersed in a world of multiple players. All of those players - citizens,
planners, engineers, city commissioners, etc. - have different needs and it is our job as GIS
professionals to design products and tools to not only
1896 - The first modern Olympic
meet those needs but to surpass them.
Games began in Athens, Greece
In creating a new web or mobile application, it is critical to
design from the end-user’s perspective. Asking questions
such as:
 What will the user want to accomplish?
 What tools could leverage their ability to make the
best possible decision?
 How can the map analyze and disseminate crucial
information?
will take your web or mobile applications to the next level.

Synergy is a phenomenon that
occurs when a group of people
work together to achieve a result
that exceeds the cumulative
effort of each individual team
member. Let’s promote synergy
across Central Florida!

Synergy!!!

Upcoming Events
Be Sure to mark your calendars to take advantage of these upcoming Regional and National events:







April 5
April 13-17
April 28 - May 2
April 29 - May 1
May 13-17
July 8-12

CFGIS Users Group Meeting - Orlando, FL
APA’s 2013 National Planning Conference - Chicago, IL
NENA Spring Coordinator's Meeting, Panama City Beach, FL
ESRI Southeast User Conference - Jacksonville, FL
URISA Leadership Academy - San Antonio, TX
ESRI International User Conference - San Diego, CA

Check the CFGIS website (www.cfgis.org) for more events!
Check our Blog (cfgis.blogspot.com)
Join the CFGIS LinkedIn Group

The ECFRPC and CFGIS Team:
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